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Presenting Video Analytics with the edge of accuracy.

Owing to ever-changing security threats, smart buildings always face the compelling need to re-equip their security systems with more accurate, insight-driven and intelligent solutions. Customarily, CCTV cameras are relied upon for data to monitor vehicles, keep a check on trespassers and protect highly security-sensitive zones within the premises. However situations involving real time analysis and forensic investigations demand more exact and astute surveillance environments.

AllGoVision offers an extensive range of end-to-end video analytics solutions enabling smart buildings switch over to superior security governance systems. Equipped with All Go Vision’s Video Analytics organizations can enhance their operations by adding more rigour to their surveillance.

AllGoVision’s Video Analytics is perfectly suited for

- Offices & Enterprises
- Retail Outlets
- Educational Institutions
- Hotels & Hospitality
- Banks & Financial institutions
- Airports
Smart Business Operations

A thorough security ensues a smoother and smarter operational environment. AllGoVision’s extent of solutions range from identification to tracking to crowd management to parking management and a lot more.

Automatic Attendance Management
Manage your employees’ or students’ attendance automatically by mapping their Facial contours & ID card details at entrance. Monitor them continuously in a classroom or workspace for a specific time period and mark their attendance. Use multiple cameras to detect employees/students using first & last noticed to mark automatic attendance.

Prevent unauthorized visitors
Make sure that there are only authorized visitors entering your premises by combining Number Plate capture and Face Recognition at the entrance of the building.

Keep an eye on your employees
Make sure that your employees spend more time productively by keeping track of their break periods and movements.

Manage queues efficiently
Manage queues, service counters and billing counters efficiently by measuring the average wait time. Preventing long queues results in better customer experience.

Crowd management
Detect unusual crowding within and around the building premises.

Manage parking spaces
Managing parking spaces efficiently by analyzing parking occupancy and availability. Monitor vehicle entry and exit. Detect vehicles that are parked illegally or if they are moving in the wrong direction which could potentially obstruct smooth operations.
BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE VIA UNDERSTANDING CUSTOMER BEHAVIOUR

Better your customer experience

Identify the VIP or privileged customers for your bank or store and provide them personalized attention. Study how much time you customer spends at various locations in your facility. Understand their demographics such as age, gender etc. and purchase patterns for marketing insights and business forecasting.

SAFETY & SECURITY

Zone Monitoring

Make sure only authorized people are present at specific locations in your building using their facial contours. Alerts are generated if the system identifies any face that does not match the database.

Track down suspicious visitors

Prevent fraudulent acts from happening in your facility. Search & Track for suspicious visitors across various rooms/areas or buildings within your facility through multiple cameras to observe any unusual behavior using specific attributes.

People Safety

Maintain post COVID protocols in your facility by ensuring that social distancing is observed and masks are worn properly.
Why AllGoVision?

- **Proven**
  Satisfied customers in 30 plus countries

- **Integration**
  Get a choice of VMS & Camera Integration
  Integration with CCC, PSIA systems are also possible

- **Comprehensive**
  Over 50 plus basic and advanced features

- **Artificial Intelligence**
  Deep-learning algorithm based solutions for better accuracy

- **World’s leading ANPR Provider**

- **High accuracy**

- **98% fast response time**
  We have our own engine which supports all the
  Middle East - GCC countries recognizing licence plates in Arabic, Latin/English etc.